
 

 Training day at Rhydymwyn 4 October 

2014  

 
Today started off with a discussion about our new web page that Stuart has integrated and we 

should be able to enter and see our new web page. ( http://bit.ly/1vrvSwG )  

 

As the morning progress the sun came out and the decision was taken to do some earth energy's 

down on the site ,this turned out to be very interesting as all the spirits in the building came out to 

play and Stuart had some fantastic shots of the orbs around Peter ,We also marked out the a few 

black energy lines and we showed new members how to change the black energy to white energy 

or from bad to good .after about twenty minutes in this atmosphere (black energy) one develops a 

sense of depression and it was good to be out in the sun shine again ,by this time we returned to 

the centre for our lunch.  

 

After lunch Stuart instructed us on how we could develop our healing , and how to progress in 

this field , we all had a sheet of paper and we all had to draw an outline of a human body on the 

paper and sign our sketches,  after we all passed our papers to our colleague across the tables 

from hear it got very interesting as we all had to dowse and mark on our paper what we could 

find using the pendulum what needs to be healed the most in our sketch and high light our 

findings ,then we had to mark out the Aura field using the pendulum again to see if we could heal 

the individual by sending healing to them. We all managed to do this and the affect could be felt 

almost immediate, we then had a discussion about what we all had achieved 

 .  

To finish off the day we all went on a field trip on to Holkyn mountain to find an anomaly that we 

could see on Google maps in that area of Rhes-y-cae , After a searching around the area we found 

the location and we could see the road in all the shrubbery, By using dowsing we  dated the road 

being built by the Celts in about 600 BC and then the Romans had modified the road in about 

175AD for lead mining in the area ,we also noted a square building and three or four round 

houses at a possible mine or workers in the same area ,  

 

As time was running out we had to leave the site to return to Rhydymwyn for our cars, We will 

be coming back to see if we can mark out the buildings and the location of the round houses on 

this location. 

By Trefor Bellis 


